
San Jacinto Properties 
FORMS

These are the forms created by San Jacinto Properties that you are either required to 
use or are available for your use as an agent. Please familiarize yourself with each form



10 Things You Should Be Doing Every Week As A Realtor

This is a checklist of things that you should be doing to expand your 
client base and create new leads.

* This is not a required form and you will not turn this in to the
broker. This is for your use only to help you become a successful
agent.



Buyer/Tenant Representation Agreement

This is a Buyer Representation Agreement designed specifically for 
San Jacinto Properties and is only 1 page. Many buyers are afraid to 
sign the long form that Texas Realtors produces. This form covers the
required elements of the agreement and is less intimidating to the 
buyer. It also does not lock the buyer into a long term agreement and 
lets them know that they are not obligated to pay the agent a 
commission.

* Agents must use EITHER this form OR the long version produced by
Texas Realtors when representing a buyer/tenant



Commission Disbursement Agreement  (Standard)

This is the Commission Disbursement Agreement that allows you, as 
the agent, to be paid at closing (table funding). It is your 
responsibility to fill out this form at least 4 days prior to closing and 
then email it to me for my signature and approval. You will then send 
it back to the closer at the title company so that it can be calculated 
into the Final Closing Disclosure.

*Agents are REQUIRED to use this form for all closings (unless there is 
a REBATE to the buyer. WE have a different form for that)



Commission Disbursement Agreement With Buyer Rebate

This is the Commission Disbursement Agreement that allows you, as 
the agent, to be paid at closing (table funding). It also has a provision 
allowing for you to REBATE part of your commission to your buyer 
client if you choose to do so. It is your responsibility to fill out this 
form at least 4 days prior to closing and then email it to me for my 
signature and approval. You will then send it back to the closer at the 
title company so that it can be calculated into the Final Closing 
Disclosure.

*Agents are REQUIRED to use this form for all closings that include a 
REBATE to the buyer (when we represent the buyer)



Lease Application Instructions

This is the form we give to prospective tenants who are interested in 
leasing one of our lease listings. This form is required in addition to
the standard Texas Realtor Lease Application. A tenant must provide
this completed form or will not be processed or considered for the 
lease. 

*Agents are REQUIRED to use this form for all lease listings where 
tenants are applying for the lease



San Jacinto Properties Letterhead / Memo

This is standard letterhead/memo form we use when sending 
information to a client, agent, title company, lender or other real 
estate professional.

*Agents may change the contact information on the bottom of this 
form with their own name and contact information but cannot 
change the top of the form



Listing Checklist

This is the checklist we use on all listings to ensure that all steps 
have been completed 

*Agents are REQUIRED to submit this form along with the Listing 
Agreement, Addenda and a copy of the MLS printout for each 
listing that they have. 



Closing Checklist

This is a 1 page checklist that you need to complete for every 
closing you have. You will check off the items on the list as they 
happen and will then submit this form to the broker after the 
property closes.

*Agents are REQUIRED to complete this form for every closing and 
submit the completed for to the broker



Market Value Pyramid

This is graphic that helps show sellers what their home is worth 
and why it should be priced there. This is a supplement to any CMA 
you may provide showing comps.

*Agents are not required to use this form but it is helpful in 
showing sellers the importance of pricing the home correctly from 
the very beginning.



Property Data List for MLS

This is a 1 page check list to use when listing a home so that all of 
the information needed to enter the listing into Matrix is here on 1 
page (HAR has their own version of this form but it is much longer)

*Agents are not required to use this form but it is helpful when 
entering your listing into Matrix on HAR.com



Preparing Your Home To Sell

This is a 1 page list of tips for sellers who are getting ready to list 
their homes

*Agents are not required to use this form but it is helpful in 
preparing the seller when getting ready to list a home



Referral of Buyer to another Agent/Broker

This is a 1 page referral form that is used when you are referring 
your buyer to another agent because it is out of our service area. 
This form requires the signatures of both agents and both brokers.

*Agents are REQUIRED to use this form when referring a buyer-
client to another agent/broker out of our service area.



Referral of Seller to another Agent/Broker

This is a 1 page referral form that is used when you are referring 
your seller to another agent because it is out of our service area. 
This form requires the signatures of both agents and both brokers.

*Agents are REQUIRED to use this form when referring a seller-
client to another agent/broker out of our service area.



San Jacinto Properties – Onboarding Procedures

This is a 1 page list of the benefits, rules and requirements when an 
agent joins San Jacinto Properties.

*Agents are REQUIRED to review this form and acknowledge that 
they have read it, along with the Policies & Procedures Manual and 
the San Jacinto Properties Forms slideshow.



Seller Information For Title Company

This is a 1 page form for the seller to complete that has all of the 
seller information needed by the title company to order the title 
commitment and get the payoff information (if applicable)

*Agents are not required to use this form but is helpful in 
streamlining the closing process for the seller and the title 
company



Additional Information For The Buyer

This is a 1 page form for the seller to complete that lists any recent 
updates/improvements to the home, the utility costs and the 
insurance costs

*Agents are not required to use this form but is helpful in providing 
this information upfront with the Seller’s Disclosure so that buyer 
doesn’t have to ask for the information later on in the transaction.



Selling Your Home

This is a 2 page form that helps 
explain the step by step process 
of selling their home

*Agents are not required to use 
this form but is helpful in 
preparing the seller for what to 
expect when they list their home.



Zipforms Most Used Forms

This is a 1 page form for you to use as a quick reference guide 
when searching for forms and contracts. I have this form taped to 
the side of my computer so that I can see it at all times when I am 
typing contracts and addenda.

*Agents are not required to use this form but is very helpful to you 
when you are typing contracts and addenda into Zipforms.



All of these forms can be found on our website on the AGENTS ONLY page

www.SanJacintoProperties.com/agentsonly.htm

http://www.sanjacintoproperties.com/agentsonly.htm

